
On March 17th, 2020, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) released a notice of proposed 
rulemaking (NPR) seeking comment on a proposed rule that would require certain conditions and 
commitments for approval or non-objection to certain filings involving an industrial bank or industrial loan 
corporation (ILC ) provided the parent company is not subject to consolidated oversight by the Federal 
Reserve Board (FRB).1 The developments open the door for additional non-financial companies and fintech 
companies to enter regulated financial services, and provides a clearer path to not being subject to the 
FRB’s oversight. "This proposal would ensure that parent companies serve as a source of strength for 
their industrial bank subsidiaries," said FDIC Chairman Jelena McWilliams.2

On March 18th, 2020, the FDIC approved separate applications by payment company Square Inc and 
student loan servicer Nelnet Inc to become de novo industrial banks, the first time the agency has 
granted such licenses in over a decade.2  FDIC Chairman McWilliams stated the following on the 
approvals: “Nelnet [and Square] satisfied each of the statutory factors required for approval, subject to 
certain conditions. One of the conditions would require the proposed bank[s] to maintain levels of capital 
that are significantly higher than typical FDIC-insured banks.”3

Proposed rule key takeaways

The proposed rule:
• Establishes requirements for deposit insurance applications involving an ILC and a covered company 

(the parent company);
• Captures grandfathered ILCs following a change in control, merger, or grant of deposit insurance
• Applies significant restrictive commitments on the Covered Company  in addition to requiring the 

Covered Company to enter into written agreements with both the FDIC and the subsidiary industrial 
bank;

• Adds the possibility that a controlling shareholder of the Covered Company also join the written 
agreement, limiting the ability of a company to limit the reach of the written agreement; 

• Provides a pathway, by rule, for ILCs to receive deposit insurance, which did not previously exist;
• Promotes transparency, relative to previous requirements that could vary and were not transparent;
• Does not include an expiration of the commitments, and therefore certain changes, including changes 

to the ILC’s business model, will require FDIC approval;
• Requires additional reporting (e.g. submission of an annual report describing the Covered Company’s 

operations and activities);
• Raises the bar for independent directors by limiting the Covered Company’s direct or indirect 

representation, likely impact the size of boards and mix of directors;

Pathway opens for non-financial and fintech 
companies to obtain de novo industrial bank 
charters



• Codifies Capital and Liquidity Maintenance Agreement (CLMA) as a requirement, including specific 
actions that are more explicit as to the support the Covered Company needs to provide on an ongoing 
basis; 

• Codifies the ability of the FDIC to require the elements captured in a recovery plan up to the point of 
receivership; and,

• Provides the FDIC more flexibility to impose additional restrictions.

Approval order – requirement comparison

Category Square Nelnet Level of 
Difference 

Written 
agreement

 CLMA and a Parent Company Agreement (PCA)  CLMA and a Parent Company Agreement (PCA) None 

Reporting and 
recordkeeping 

 Parent company must consent to examination, 
reporting, recordkeeping

 Books and records shall be maintained under the 
control and direction of authorized Bank officials and 
available for review by the FDIC

 Parent company must consent to examination, reporting, 
recordkeeping

 Books and records shall be maintained under the control 
and direction of authorized Bank officials and available 
for review by the FDIC

None 

Governance 
and 

background 
check 

requirement 

 Full disclosure to all proposed directors of the Bank of 
the facts concerning the interest of any insider in any 
transactions being effected or contemplated

 Appoint a Chief Risk Officer and a Chief Operating 
Officer

 Bank directors or senior executive officers must 
complete background checks, including 
Interagency Biographical and Financial Reports 
for any senior executive officer with a written 
description of mentioned details (salary, benefits etc.) 
to the FDIC 

 Full disclosure to all proposed directors of the Bank of 
the facts concerning the interest of any insider in any 
transactions being effected or contemplated

High

Independent 
validations

 Independent Public Accountant must audit the Bank’s 
financial statements annually for at least the first 
three years of operation and submit the reports to the 
FDIC

 Document and conduct full-scope independent 
validations of all models subject to the satisfaction of 
the FDIC

 Independent Public Accountant must audit the Bank’s 
financial statements annually for at least the first three 
years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC

 Document and conduct full-scope independent 
validations of all models subject to the satisfaction of the 
FDIC

None

Capital and 
Liquidity 

Maintenance 
Agreement 

(CLMA)

 20% leverage ratio at all times
 Third-party line of credit for the benefit of the 

Bank acceptable to the FDIC 
 Purchase any loan from the Bank at the greater of 

the cost basis or fair market value
 Establish and maintain a $50 million reserve 

deposit at an unaffiliated, third-party insured 
depository institution that the Bank could draw upon 
in the event that Square fails to provide sufficient 
funds

 Submit an annual business plan to the FDIC for 
review and approval

 12% leverage ratio at all times
 Contribute sufficient capital should the Bank’s 

leverage ratio drop below the required minimum 
 Provide financial support to ensure that the Bank can 

meet its short-term and long-term liquidity needs
 Establish and maintain a $40 million deposit account

at the Bank that would be accessible to the Bank in the 
event that Nelnet fails to provide sufficient funds

High

Material 
changes in the 

plan 

 Notify the Regional Director of any proposed major 
deviation or material change from the Business Plan

 Notify the Regional Director of any proposed major 
deviation or material change from the Business Plan None

Compliance 
management 
system (CMS)

 The Compliance Program shall include: 
(a) policies and procedures 
(b) training program 
(c) an internal CMS monitoring process that is 
designed to detect and promptly correct compliance 
weaknesses within the Bank and any service providers
(d) Consumer complaint monitoring process
(e) independent audit coverage

 A third party to review and provide periodic reports 
concerning the effectiveness of the complaint 
response system and if any material concerns are 
identified

 The Compliance Program shall:
(a) ensure that all activities related to service providers 
comply with all applicable consumer protection laws, 
including any implementing rules and regulations
(b) Consumer complaint monitoring process

Moderate

Others

 Submit any proposed contracts, leases, or agreements 
relating to construction or rental of permanent quarters 
to the Regional Director 

 All assets purchased from affiliates in connection with 
the formation of the Bank comply with the prohibition on 
the purchase of low quality assets in Section 23 of Reg 
W

High

Square and Nelnet’s approval orders contain material differences between the governance, capital and 
compliance requirements. The differences show that regulators will increase the severity of the 
requirements based on the level of business model risk and dependency on the parent they perceive in 
the business model. It shows the range of calibration that may occur as applicants head towards the 
approval path – specifically the design calls that need to be made by institutions as they approach the 
FDIC.



Considerations for ILC applications and beyond

The regulatory requirements and expectations for access to FDIC insured deposits and the banking 
system include robust financial, governance, risk management, and compliance capabilities that mitigate 
risks to the federal safety net and potential harm to consumers. Nonfinancial and fintech companies 
interested in pursuing an ILC should consider the following components as part of their ILC application:

• Risk assessments;
• Well-designed governance framework, including a board of directors and committees to provide

oversight;
• Records, systems, and controls, including risk oversight, compliance risk management program, and

anti–money laundering program;
• Financial management, including financial and capital projections;
• Monitoring adherence to the business plan and revising the plan if needed;
• Alternative business strategy, including contingency plans and recovery/exit strategies;
• Impact of the CLMA along with capital and liquidity requirements;
• Reach of the FDIC into the Covered Company (e.g. examination on relevant services provided to ILC);

and,
• Prior notice commitments for changes to business model, etc.

All of these capabilities will be tested by examiners potentially prior to approval and through post-approval 
exams, to verify that the company’s operations are fully aligned with supervisory expectations. After 
approval, organizational management needs to operationalize the bank while regulators seek to better 
understand whether what was illustrated in the business plan application is backed by solid plans, 
infrastructure, and people. Regulators will be looking to see whether the bank has an understanding of the 
required level of risk management, governance, and infrastructure is to open the doors on day one.

Additional materials

In Deloitte’s point of view publication from last year, “So, you want to be a bank,” we described the 
specific strategic considerations and options financial technology companies should consider when 
deciding whether or not to “join them” rather than “beat them,” and what the actual journey for entry into 
the banking system may entail. In Deloitte’s follow-up, “So, you want approval to become a bank ,” we 
dive deeper into what it takes to move from a desire to acquire a banking license to meeting the explicit 
and implicit price of admission for entry and getting the “all clear” from regulators. 

The attached presentation serves as a reference pack, summarizing the FDIC's recent activity regarding 
ILCs and overall industry impact to help prepare future bank charter applicants accordingly.

Click the icon below to access the presentation:
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Introduction


On March 17th 2020,the FDIC issued a proposed rule seeking comments on a proposed rule that would require certain conditions and commitments for
approval or non-objection to applications involving an industrial bank (IB) or industrial loan company (ILCs) whose covered parent company is not subject
to consolidated supervision by the Federal Reserve Board.


Background on Proposed Rule: Parent Companies of 
Industrial Banks and Industrial Loan Companies 


• On March 17th, 2020, the FDIC issued a proposed rule1 and is seeking comments that would require certain conditions and commitments for
approval or non-objection to applications involving an industrial bank (IB) or ILCs whose covered parent company is not subject to
consolidated supervision by the Federal Reserve Board (FRB), usually a financial services company but can be a commercial company


• Comments on the proposed rule are due 60 days from publication in the Federal Register


On March 17th 2020,the FDIC issued a proposed rule seeking comments on a proposed rule that would require certain conditions and commitments for
approval or non-objection to applications involving an industrial bank (IB) or industrial loan company (ILCs) whose covered parent company is not subject
to consolidated supervision by the Federal Reserve Board.


Square & Nelnet: Recent Deposit Insurance Application 
Approval 


• On March 18th, 2020, the FDIC approved separate applications by payment company Square, Inc and student loan servicer Nelnet, Inc to 
open de novo industrial banks (Square Financial Services, Inc. and Nelnet Bank, respectively) under a special charter, the first time the agency 
has granted such licenses in over a decade2


• Jelena Williams, FDIC Chairman, stated the following on the approvals: “Nelnet [and Square] satisfied each of the statutory factors required for 
approval, subject to certain conditions. One of the conditions would require the proposed bank[s] to maintain levels of capital that are 
significantly higher than typical FDIC-insured banks”3


On March 17th 2020,the FDIC issued a proposed rule seeking comments on a proposed rule that would require certain conditions and commitments for
approval or nonbjection to applications involving an industrial bank (IB) or industrial loan company (ILCs) whose covered parent company is not subject to
consolidated supervision by the Federal Reserve Board.


Tools to Prepare Future ILC Applicants


The following resources can be leveraged to help future ILC candidates prepare for the application process:


‒ FDIC Impact Analysis


‒ Recent FDIC Supervisory Guidance


The information in this deck serves as a reference pack, to summarize the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) recent 
activity regarding Industrial Loan Corporations (ILCs) and overall industry impact, to help prepare future bank charter applicants 
accordingly


A


B


C
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Executive Summary (1 of 2)


• The rule provides a pathway for a covered parent company not otherwise subject to the FRB’s consolidated supervision to own an 
FDIC-insured bank, which did not previously exist since an ILC has not been approved since 2008.


• The goal of the proposed rule is two-fold as it:


• Ensures that the covered parent company serves as a source of strength to the industrial bank; and,


• Promotes transparency to the oversight process, relative to previous requirements that could vary and communicates a
framework for future applicants.


• Clarifies what applies to an ILC (for grandfathered ILCs, rule would apply if a change in ownership occurs)


• The proposed commitments (section 354.4), while generally consistent with previous approved application conditions, are restrictive and
raise important considerations for applicants as they reach into the parent company


• No ILC may become a subsidiary unless the covered parent company, unless it enters into written agreements with both the FDIC
and the subsidiary industrial bank that do not sunset


• FDIC may in some cases require a controlling shareholder of a covered parent company to join as party to any written agreement.


• The commitments do not expire, resulting in the need to obtain FDIC approval to make changes to the business model.


• Additional reporting (e.g. submission of annual report describing the covered parent company’s legal entities, operations, and activities
including financial conditions, risk management systems, transactions between ILC and covered parent company/subsidiaries, and
compliance with applicable provisions of the FDI Act and any other law or regulation ) would be required.


• Limits on the parent company’s direct or indirect representation increases the importance of independent directors.


Key takeaways


Below provides a summary of the FDIC’s recent Proposed Rule: Parent Companies of Industrial Banks and Industrial Loan Companies


A
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• Tax allocation agreement is required to provide any tax benefit the ILC provides must be remitted back to the ILC


• FDIC’s reach into a covered parent company and subsidiaries was codified with ability to examine with broad authority, which is a
significant power with impact to outsourced services


• By requiring a covered parent company to maintain high levels of capital and liquidity at the industrial bank, the rule is designed
to ensure the safety and soundness of these institutions and protect the Deposit Insurance Fund. In addition, the proposed rule
would enable the FDIC to require even more stringent commitments from the covered parent company.


• The historical Capital and Liquidity Management Agreement (CLMA) requirements are now codified and includes specific actions
that are more explicit as to the support the parent needs to provide on an ongoing basis, with no sunset


• Codifies the ability of the FDIC to require the elements captured in a recovery plan up to the point of receivership


• Appears to provide the FDIC more flexibility to impose restrictions


• Prior approval required for certain conditions that do not sunset necessitating tight new product approval processes (e.g.
material change in business plan, adding/replacing a director, adding or replacing a senior executive officer, employing a senior executive
with an affiliate, entering into contract for services that are material to ILC with covered parent/subsidiary)


Key takeaways


Comments on the proposed rule are due 60 days from Federal Register publication


Executive Summary (2 of 2)
Below provides a summary of the FDIC’s recent Proposed Rule: Parent Companies of Industrial Banks and Industrial Loan Companies


A
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• The bank would originate commercial loans to merchants that 
process card transactions through Square, Inc.'s payments system. 
The bank's business model would be centered on the origination and 
sale of small commercial loans. The bank proposes to market its 
loan and deposit products primarily to existing Square merchants. 


• Martin J. Gruenberg noted few things in their business model:


• Since Square, Inc. was established in 2009, it has never been 
profitable. According to its SEC filings, Square, Inc. lost 
money in every year of its operation except 2019, when it 
barely broke even.


• Square, Inc., is reliant on an originate to distribute business 
model which is highly vulnerable to an economic downturn.


• The viability of the proposed industrial bank would be entirely 
reliant on the parent.4


Business Model – Square Financial 
Services


• The proposed bank would originate, refinance, and service private 
student loans and unsecured consumer loans nationwide. 
Establishment of the bank would enable the applicant and proposed 
parent company, Nelnet, Inc., to expand its education-oriented 
lending and offer additional consumer credit products and deposits.


• Martin J. Gruenberg noted few things in their business model:


• Impetus for Nelnet to seek to establish a bank to originate 
private student loans


• Nelnet, Inc.’s significant history of performance and 
profitability support its ability to serve as a source of financial 
strength for the proposed bank. 


• The bank would operate from a single location, and plans to 
market its lending products through various channels.


• The bank expects to offer deposit products as companion 
products to lending products and would develop a deposit 
base through Nelnet’s existing client relationships within 
other lines of business.5


Business Model – Nelnet Bank


Below provides an overview of Square and Nelnet’s business models


Approval Order - Overview B
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Category Square Nelnet Level of 
Difference 


Written 
Agreement


 CLMA and a Parent Company Agreement (PCA)  CLMA and a Parent Company Agreement (PCA) None 


Reporting and 
Recordkeeping 


 Parent company must consent to examination, reporting, recordkeeping
 Books and records shall be maintained under the control and direction of authorized 


Bank officials and available for review by the FDIC


 Parent company must consent to examination, reporting, recordkeeping
 Books and records shall be maintained under the control and direction of authorized 


Bank officials and available for review by the FDIC
None 


Governance and 
background check 


requirement 


 Full disclosure to all proposed directors of the Bank of the facts concerning the interest 
of any insider in any transactions being effected or contemplated


 Appoint a Chief Risk Officer and a Chief Operating Officer
 Bank directors or senior executive officers must complete background checks, 


including Interagency Biographical and Financial Reports for any senior executive 
officer with a written description of mentioned details (salary, benefits etc.) to the FDIC 


 Full disclosure to all proposed directors of the Bank of the facts concerning the interest 
of any insider in any transactions being effected or contemplated


High


Independent 
Validations


 Independent Public Accountant must audit the Bank’s financial statements annually for 
at least the first three years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC


 Document and conduct full-scope independent validations of all models subject to the 
satisfaction of the FDIC


 Independent Public Accountant must audit the Bank’s financial statements annually for 
at least the first three years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC


 Document and conduct full-scope independent validations of all models subject to the 
satisfaction of the FDIC


None


Capital and 
Liquidity 


Maintenance 
Agreement 
(CAMLA)


 20% leverage ratio at all times
 Third-party line of credit for the benefit of the Bank acceptable to the FDIC 
 Purchase any loan from the Bank at the greater of the cost basis or fair market 


value
 Establish and maintain a $50 million reserve deposit at an unaffiliated, third-party 


insured depository institution that the Bank could draw upon in the event that Square 
fails to provide sufficient funds


 Submit an annual business plan to the FDIC for review and approval


 12% leverage ratio at all times
 Contribute sufficient capital should the Bank’s leverage ratio drop below the 


required minimum 
 Provide financial support to ensure that the Bank can meet its short-term and long-


term liquidity needs
 Establish and maintain a $40 million deposit account at the Bank that would be 


accessible to the Bank in the event that NelNet fails to provide sufficient funds


High


Material Changes 
in the Plan 


 Notify the Regional Director of any proposed major deviation or material change from 
the Business Plan


 Notify the Regional Director of any proposed major deviation or material change from 
the Business Plan None


Compliance 
Management 
System (CMS)


 The Compliance Program shall include: 
(a) policies and procedures 
(b) training program 
(c) an internal CMS monitoring process that is designed to detect and promptly correct 
compliance weaknesses within the Bank and any service providers
(d) Consumer complaint monitoring process
(e) independent audit coverage


 A third party to review and provide periodic reports concerning the effectiveness of the 
complaint response system and if any material concerns are identified


 The Compliance Program shall:
(a) ensure that all activities related to service providers comply with all applicable 
consumer protection laws, including any implementing rules and regulations
(b) Consumer complaint monitoring process


Moderate


Others


 Submit any proposed contracts, leases, or agreements relating to construction or rental 
of permanent quarters to the Regional Director 


 All assets purchased from affiliates in connection with the formation of the Bank comply 
with the prohibition on the purchase of low quality assets in Section 23 of Reg W


High


No Difference


Moderate Difference


High Difference


The below dashboard summarizes the requirements the FDIC issued to Square and NelNet and the level of discrepancies between the two


Approval Order – Requirement Comparison B
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Proposed Rule
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Proposed rule – Scope and applicability
• Recently, a number of companies have considered options for providing financial  products and services through establishing an ILC.


• Although many interested parties operate business models focused on traditional community bank products and services, others operate unique 
business models, some of which are focused on innovative technologies and strategies


• FDIC proposed formalization of its framework to supervise ILCs and mitigate risk to the Deposit Insurance Fund that may otherwise be presented in the 
absence of Federal consolidated supervision of an industrial bank and its parent company


Proposed rule would apply to :


 Industrial banks that, as of the effective date, become subsidiaries of companies that are Covered Companies


 A grandfathered industrial bank would be subject to the proposed rule, as would its parent company that is not subject to Federal consolidated 
supervision, if such a parent company acquired control of the grandfathered industrial bank pursuant to a change in bank control transaction that closes 
after the effective date, or if the grandfathered industrial bank is the surviving institution in a merger transaction that closes after the effective date.


 Industrial bank subsidiaries of companies that are subject to Federal consolidated supervision by the FRB would not be covered by the proposed rule. 


 An industrial bank that, on or before the effective date, is a subsidiary of a company that is not subject to Federal consolidated supervision by the FRB (a 
grandfathered industrial bank) generally would not be covered by the proposed rule


 Industrial banks that are not subsidiaries of a company, for example, those wholly owned by one or more individuals, would not be subject to the 
proposed rule


Question 1:  Should the proposed rule apply only prospectively, that is, to industrial banks that become a subsidiary of a parent company that is a Covered  Company?  Or should the proposed rule also 
apply to all industrial banks that, as of the  effective date, are a subsidiary of a parent that is not subject to Federal consolidated  supervision by the FRB?  What are the concerns with each approach?   


Question 2:  Should the proposed rule apply to industrial banks that do not have a parent company?  How should the rule be applied in such a case? 


Question 3: Should the proposed rule apply to industrial banks that are controlled by an individual rather than a company?   


Question 4:  If an individual controls the parent company of an industrial bank, should the individual be responsible for the maintenance of the industrial bank’s capital and liquidity at or above FDIC-
specified levels?  Should an individual who controls a parent company be responsible for causing the parent company to comply with the written agreements, commitments, and restrictions imposed on the 
industrial bank?  How should the rule be applied in such a case? 


A
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The proposed rule – Definitions


Question 5: Would there be any benefit in having or requiring a Covered  Company that conducts activities other than financial activities to conduct some or all of  its financial activities (including 
ownership and control of an industrial bank) through an  intermediate holding company similar to what a grandfathered unitary savings and loan holding company may be required to do?  What other 
approaches may be appropriate? 


Question 6: Should the proposed rule also apply to other institutions that are  excluded from the BHCA definition of “bank” such as credit card banks and trust banks? Explain what types of institutions 
should be addressed by the proposed rule and why?


Question 7: Are the definitions clear in their meaning and application?  Should any other terms used in the proposed rule be define


What does 
Covered 
Company 


mean?


• The term “Covered Company” means any company that is not subject to Federal consolidated supervision by the FRB and that, 
directly or indirectly, controls an industrial bank :


i. as a result of a change in bank control 


ii. as  a result of a merger transaction


iii. that is granted deposit insurance 


• A  company would control an industrial bank if the company would have the power, directly or indirectly, (i) to vote 25 
percent or more of any class of voting shares of any industrial bank or any company that controls the industrial bank (i.e., a 
parent company), or (ii) to direct the management or policies of any industrial bank or any parent company


• If two or more companies, not acting in concert, will each have the same percentage, each such company will have control. 


• A control of an industrial bank can be indirect


A
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Proposed rule – Written agreements and commitments (1/2)


Written 
Agreements


• The proposed rule prohibits any industrial bank from becoming a subsidiary of a Covered Company unless the Covered 
Company enters into one or more written agreements with the FDIC and its subsidiary industrial bank.


• When two or more Covered Companies will control ,directly or indirectly, the industrial bank, each such Covered Company 
would be required to execute such written agreement(s). 


• In certain instances, the FDIC may, in its sole discretion, require, as a condition to the approval of or nonobjection to a filing, 
that a controlling shareholder of a Covered Company join as a party to any written agreement. In such cases, the 
controlling shareholder would be required to cause the Covered Company to fulfill its  obligations under the written agreement, 
through voting his or her shares, or otherwise. 


FDIC may, and likely will, condition an approval of an application or a nonobjection to a notice on one or more actions or inactions 
of the applicant or notificant. The FDIC may enforce conditions imposed in writing in connection with any action on any application, 
notice, or other request by an industrial bank or a company that controls an industrial bank.


Commitments


The 8 commitments 
codify conditions and 
reach substantially 


further than previous 
non-standard 


conditions.  They also 
do not expire.


• The commitments that the FDIC has required industrial banks and their parent companies to undertake in written agreements 
have varied on a case-by-case basis.


o Each Covered Company must furnish to the FDIC an initial listing, with annual updates, of all of the subsidiaries 


o Provide consent to the FDIC’s examination of the Covered Company and each of its subsidiaries to monitor compliance 
with any written agreements, commitments, conditions, and certain provisions of law 


o Submit to the FDIC an annual report describing the Covered Company’s operations and activities, in the form and manner 
prescribed by the FDIC, and such other reports as may be requested by the FDIC to inform the FDIC as to the Covered 
Company’s: (i) financial condition; (ii) systems for identifying, measuring, monitoring, and controlling financial and 
operational risks;  (iii) transactions with depository institution subsidiaries of the Covered Company; and  (iv) compliance 
with applicable provisions of the FDI Act and any other law or regulation. 


o Maintain records as the FDIC deems necessary to assess the risks to the industrial bank and to the DIF 


o Use an independent audit of each subsidiary industrial bank to be performed annually


A
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Proposed rule – Written agreements and commitments (2/2)


Commitments 
(‘Contd.)


o Limit its representation on the industrial bank’s board of directors to 25 percent of the members of the board, or if 
the bank is organized as a limited liability company and is managed by a board of managers, to 25 percent of the members 
of the board of managers, or if the bank is organized as a limited liability company and is managed by its members, to 25 
percent of managing member interests of the subsidiary industrial bank, in the aggregate.


o In order to ensure that a subsidiary industrial bank has available to it the resources necessary to maintain 
sufficient capital and liquidity, each party to a written agreement would commit to maintain each subsidiary industrial 
bank’s capital and liquidity at such levels as the FDIC deems necessary for the safe and sound operation of the industrial 
bank.


o Enter into a tax allocation agreement that expressly recognizes an agency relationship between the Covered Company 
and the subsidiary industrial bank with respect to tax assets generated by such industrial bank, and that all such tax assets
are held in trust by the Covered Company and promptly remitted.i The amount and timing of any payments or refunds to the 
subsidiary industrial bank should be no less favorable than if the subsidiary industrial bank were a separate taxpayer. Any  
inconsistent practices regarding tax obligations may be viewed as an unsafe and unsound practice.


o Outside of the 8 commitments, FDIC may condition the approval of an application or nonobjection to a notice on the 
Covered Company and industrial bank committing to adopt, maintain, and implement an FDIC-approved contingency 
plan. The plan also would reflect strategies for the orderly disposition of the industrial bank without the need for the 
appointment of a receiver or conservator.


o In the case where a contingency plan commitment is included as a condition to approval of an application or nonobjection to 
a notice, the FDIC may take into account the size, complexity, interdependencies, and other relevant factors. 


iA 1998 interagency policy statement - Policy Statement on Income Tax Allocation in a Holding Company Structure acknowledges such practices, noting that a consolidated group may prepare and file Federal and State income tax returns as a 
group so long as the interests of any insured depository institution subsidiaries are not prejudiced.


Question 8: For purposes of transparency and identifying any potential risks to  the industrial bank, we have included commitments requiring examination and reporting.  Is this approach the best way to 
gain that transparency, or is there a better way?  To what extent, if any, is the FDIC’s supervision enhanced by requiring a Covered Company to consent to examination of the Covered Company and each 
of its subsidiaries as proposed?  Is there another way to identify any potential risks? 
Question 9: In view of FRB’s various periodic restrictions and requirements, are the commitments and requirements appropriately tailored to adequately carry out the purpose and intent of the proposed 
rule?
Question 10: The proposed rule would require a Covered Company to disclose to  the FDIC the subsidiaries of the Covered Company.  Should the proposed rule also require disclosure to the FDIC of 
certain additional affiliates or portfolio companies of he Covered Company, given that such entities could engage in transactions with, or otherwise impact, the subsidiary industrial bank?
Question 11: The proposed rule would limit board of directors (or similar body) representation to 25 percent of the members of the board of directors (or similar entity).  The FDIC has chosen this 
threshold with the idea that 25 percent is a key threshold for control purposes.  Is another threshold more appropriate?  If so, what and why?
Question 12:  If there is an individual who is the dominant shareholder of a Covered Company, should that individual be required to commit to the maintenance of appropriate capital and liquidity levels?
Question 13:  Some of the provisions include continuing commitments, such as to maintain capital.  Should the proposed rule include a cure period ?If so, should such a cure period be provided for all 
commitments or certain commitments (please specify)?  Alternatively, should the FDIC rely on its enforcement authorities under sections 8 and 50 of the FDI Act to take action as appropriate? 
Question 14:  In order to ensure that each Covered Company can serve as a source of financial strength to its industrial bank subsidiary and fulfill its obligations under a capital maintenance agreement, 
should the FDIC include a commitment that the parent company will maintain its own capital at some defined level on a consolidated basis in all circumstances?  How should the FDIC determine the level?


A
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Proposed rule – Restrictions on industrial bank subsidiaries of Covered Companies


Material 
Changes and 


Approval 
Guidelines


Question 15: Should the FDIC further define “services material to the operations  of the industrial bank” as that phrase is used in the proposed § 354.5(e)?  If so, how should the term be defined? 


Question 16:  Should any of the restrictions in be temporally limited, for example, to the first three years after becoming a subsidiary of such Covered Company?


Question 17:  Should the FDIC retain the authority to require additional written agreements, commitments, or conditions on or by an industrial bank or Covered Company after the nonobjection to a 
change in bank control, approval of a merger  transaction, or a grant of deposit insurance by the FDIC?  Should the FDIC retain the power to require additional written agreements, commitments, or 
conditions on or by an industrial bank or parent company of an industrial bank that became a subsidiary of a parent company that is not subject to Federal consolidated supervision by the FRB prior to the 
effective date? 


Question 18:  In evaluating the statutory factors under section 6 of the FDI Act for deposit insurance applications, should the FDIC consider an evaluation of the competitive effects of the parent 
company’s or the parent company’s affiliates’ provision of consumer products aggregated with the activities of the industrial bank? 


Question 19:  The current Interagency Charter and Federal Deposit Insurance Application requests information related to two broad categories, Market Characteristics and Community Reinvestment Act 
Plan. Are there any other categories of information that the FDIC should consider in evaluating an industrial bank’s ability to meet the convenience and needs of the community to be served by such 
industrial bank where the industrial bank will have a limited physical presence or will rely heavily on technology to deliver products and services? 


Question 20:  Are there additional safeguards, commitments, or restrictions the FDIC should consider for a foreign Covered Company?  Should additional capital or liquidity levels be considered? 


• The subsidiary industrial bank would be required to obtain the FDIC’s prior approval to make a material change in its business 
plan after becoming a subsidiary of a Covered Company.


• In order to limit the influence of the parent Covered Company, the subsidiary industrial bank would have to obtain the FDIC’s 
prior approval :


o To add or replace a member of the board of directors or board of managers or a managing member;


o Add or replace a senior executive officer;


o Employ a senior executive officer who is associated in any manner with an affiliate of the industrial bank, such as a 
director, officer, employee, agent, owner, partner, or consultant;


o Enter into any contract for services material to the operations of the industrial bank (for example, loan servicing 
function) with such Covered Company or any subsidiary thereof. 


A
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Square Financial Services, Inc. & Nelnet 
Bank Approval Analysis
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Approval Order – Summary (1/3)


Highlights difference between approval orders


Written agreement


Square’s approval order Nelnet’s approval order


Reporting and 
Recordkeeping


Governance and 
background check 


requirement


• The Bank, Square, Inc., and Jack Dorsey, as controlling shareholder of 
Square, Inc., shall enter into a Capital and Liquidity Maintenance 
Agreement and a Parent Company Agreement with the FDIC


• The bank, the bank's parent company (Square, Inc.), and the controlling 
shareholder of Square, Inc to execute a Parent Company Agreement 
(PCA) that would require the bank's parent company to consent to 
examination, reporting, recordkeeping, and other provisions designed to 
provide safeguards to protect the bank and the Deposit Insurance Fund. 


• The Bank’s books and records shall be maintained under the control and 
direction of authorized Bank officials and available for review by the 
FDIC at the Bank’s main office located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 


• Full disclosure shall be made to all proposed directors of the Bank of the 
facts concerning the interest of any insider in any transactions being 
effected or contemplated, including the identity of the parties to the 
transaction and the terms and costs involved


• Prior to opening for business, the Bank shall have appointed a Chief Risk 
Officer and a Chief Operating Officer


• Any proposed Bank director or senior executive officer for whom 
background checks have not yet been completed, the Bank shall take 
such action as required by the FDIC if the FDIC objects to any such 
person based on information obtained during the background check. For 
any senior executive officer for whom the FDIC has not previously 
received an IBFR and for whom a background check has not been 
completed, the Bank shall submit such forms with a written description 
of mentioned details (salary, benefits etc.)


• Nelnet, Inc., and Michael S. Dunlap, as controlling shareholder of Nelnet, 
Inc., shall enter into a Capital and Liquidity Maintenance Agreement and 
a Parent Company Agreement with the FDIC. 


• The bank, the bank's parent company (Nelnet, Inc.), and the controlling 
shareholder of Nelnet, Inc to execute a Parent Company Agreement 
(PCA) that would require the bank's parent company to consent to 
examination, reporting, recordkeeping, and other provisions designed to 
provide safeguards to protect the bank and the Deposit Insurance Fund. 


• The Bank’s books and records shall be maintained under the control and 
direction of authorized Bank officials and available for review by the 
FDIC at the Bank’s main office located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 


• Full disclosure shall be made to all proposed directors of the Bank of the 
facts concerning the interest of any insider in any transactions being 
effected or contemplated, including the identity of the parties to the 
transaction and the terms and costs involved.


BNote: This is a summary view only
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Approval Order - Summary (2/3)


Highlights difference between approval orders


Independent 
validations


Square’s approval order Nelnet’s approval order


• Conduct an audit of its financial statements by an independent public 
accountant (“independent auditor”) annually for at least the first three 
years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC’s San Francisco 
Regional Office


• Bank shall fully document and conduct full-scope independent 
validations of all models with such model validations being subject to the 
satisfaction of the FDIC. 


• Conduct an audit of its financial statements by an independent public 
accountant (“independent auditor”) annually for at least the first three 
years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC’s San Francisco 
Regional Office


• Bank shall fully document and conduct full-scope independent 
validations of all models with such model validations being subject to the 
satisfaction of the FDIC. 


Capital and Liquidity


• CLMA to be executed between the bank, the bank's parent company 
(Square, Inc.), and the controlling shareholder of Square, Inc to mitigate 
plan’s inherent weakness. The CLMA would require that Square: 


• Maintain the leverage ratio of the proposed bank at least 20 
percent at all times


• Maintain a third-party line of credit for the benefit of the 
proposed bank acceptable to the FDIC. 


• Purchase any loan from the proposed bank at the greater of the 
cost basis or fair market value, if deemed necessary by the FDIC 
or the proposed bank. 


• Establish and maintain a $50 million reserve deposit at an 
unaffiliated, third-party insured depository institution that the 
proposed bank could draw upon in the event Square fails to 
provide sufficient funds as required under the provisions of the 
Agreement.  


• Submit an annual business plan to the FDIC for review and 
approval.


• The CLMA would require that Nelnet: 


• Maintain a 12 percent leverage ratio at all times. 


• Contribute sufficient capital to bring the Bank into compliance 
should the Bank’s leverage ratio drop below the required 
minimum. 


• Provide financial support to ensure that the Bank can meet its 
short-term and long-term liquidity needs.   


• Establish and maintain a $40 million deposit account at the Bank 
that would be accessible to the Bank in the event Nelnet failed to 
provide the capital and liquidity support required in the CLMA.


BNote: This is a summary view only
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Approval Order - Summary (3/3)


Highlights difference between approval orders


Material Changes to 
the Plan


Square’s approval order Nelnet’s approval order


• The Bank shall notify the Regional Director of any proposed major 
deviation or material change from the Business Plan


• The Bank shall notify the Regional Director of any proposed major 
deviation or material change from the Business Plan


Compliance 
Management 


System


• Bank shall develop and implement a sound Compliance Management 
System (“CMS”) including a comprehensive written compliance program 
(“Compliance Program”).  At a minimum, the Compliance Program shall 
provide for and include: (a) comprehensive, written policies and 
procedures ; (b) an effective training program ; (c) an internal CMS 
monitoring process that is designed to detect and promptly correct 
compliance weaknesses within the Bank and any service providers; (d) 
an effective complaint monitoring process that includes procedures for 
promptly addressing and resolving all complaints or inquiries (e) 
effective independent audit coverage


• Square needs engage a third party to review and provide periodic 
reports concerning the effectiveness of Square’s complaint response 
system and if any material concerns are identified.


• Board of Directors shall implement a sound risk-based compliance 
management system, including a comprehensive compliance program to 
ensure that all activities related to service providers comply with all 
applicable consumer protection laws, including any implementing rules 
and regulations. Such compliance program shall include an effective 
consumer complaint monitoring process


Others


• Bank shall submit any proposed contracts, leases, or agreements 
relating to construction or rental of permanent quarters to the Regional 
Director for review and comment


• All assets purchased from affiliates in connection with the formation of 
the Bank comply with the prohibition on the purchase of low quality 
assets in Section 23 of Reg W.


• N/A


Note: This is a summary view only B
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Area Key Considerations Square NelNet
Differences 


Exist 
(Yes/No)


Business Model


Analyze non-community bank elements 
(including any specialty or niche 
characteristics) present in the 
application/business plan and provide 
expectations for convenience and needs 
factor for non-conventional applications


The bank would originate commercial loans to merchants that process card transactions 
through Square, Inc.'s payments system. The bank's business model would be centered 
on the origination and sale of small commercial loans. The bank proposes to market its 
loan and deposit products primarily to existing Square merchants. 


Enforcing Policies : Bank shall conduct business pursuant to operating policies. The Board 
of Directors shall ensure that senior executive officers are delegated reasonable authority 
to implement and enforce the policies.


The proposed bank would originate, refinance, and service private student 
loans and unsecured consumer loans nationwide. Establishment of the bank 
would enable the applicant and proposed parent company, Nelnet, Inc., to 
expand its education-oriented lending and offer additional consumer credit 
products and deposits. 


Enforcing Policies : Bank shall conduct business pursuant to operating 
policies. The Board of Directors shall ensure that senior executive officers are 
delegated reasonable authority to implement and enforce the policies.


No


Confirm if the application needs to be 
identified as a de novo institution or an 
operating non-insured entity


N/A. N/A. No


Identify unique issues or elements of the 
proposal relative to accounting, BSA/AML, 
trust, capital markets, consumer compliance, 
CRA, or IT that present prospective concerns


The Bank shall obtain adequate fidelity coverage. 
Bank should implement a CRA Plan.


The Bank shall obtain adequate fidelity coverage. 
Bank should implement a CRA Plan. No


Provide mitigating information or 
compensating controls for any areas where 
significant risks or concerns exist


In order to mitigate some inherent weaknesses within the plan , the proposed industrial 
bank, the parent, and the controlling shareholder of the parent would be required to 
execute a CLMA to ensure the proposed bank maintains sufficient capital and liquidity, as 
well as a PCA. Discussed in detail in Statutory factors.


In order to ensure that the proposed Bank maintains sufficient capital and 
liquidity, approval of the application is conditioned upon the proposed Bank, 
Nelnet, Inc. and the controlling shareholder of Nelnet, Inc. executing a CLMA, 
and a PCA. Discussed in detail in Statutory factors.


No


Parent / 
Organizational 
Structure and 


Impact


Identify Reg W implications for any 
transactions or relationships with the parent 
company or affiliates


N/A
All assets purchased from affiliates in connection with the formation of the 
Bank comply with the prohibition on the purchase of low quality assets in 
Section 23 of Reg W.


Yes


Identify any unique elements (e.g., equity 
structure, corporate governance aspects, 
etc.) that present elevated risks/concerns


Changes in stock benefit plans: During Bank’s first three (3) years of operation, the Bank 
shall obtain the written non-objection of the FDIC prior to the implementation of any stock 
benefit plans, including stock options, stock grants, or other similar stock-based 
compensation plans benefitting Bank employees not previously reviewed by the FDIC as 
part of the application for federal deposit insurance (FDI). 


Changes in stock benefit plans: During Bank’s first three (3) years of 
operation, the Bank shall obtain the written non-objection of the FDIC prior 
to the implementation of any stock benefit plans, including stock options, 
stock grants, or other similar stock-based compensation plans benefitting 
Bank employees not previously reviewed by the FDIC as part of the 
application for FDI


No


Change in proposed ownership: Any changes to bank’s proposed management or the 
proposed ownership or control of ten percent (10%) or more of the Bank’s stock, including 
new acquisitions of or subscriptions to ten percent (10%) or more of stock, shall be 
approved by the FDIC prior to the Bank’s opening for business.


Change in proposed ownership: Any changes to bank’s proposed 
management or the proposed ownership or control of ten percent (10%) or 
more of the Bank’s stock, including new acquisitions of or subscriptions to 
ten percent (10%) or more of stock, shall be approved by the FDIC prior to 
the Bank’s opening for business.


No


Parent organization requirement as source of 
financial strength


Written Agreement: The Bank, Square, Inc., and Jack Dorsey, as controlling shareholder 
of Square, Inc., shall enter into a Capital and Liquidity Maintenance Agreement and a 
Parent Company Agreement with the FDIC.


Written Agreement: Nelnet, Inc., and Michael S. Dunlap, as controlling 
shareholder of Nelnet, Inc., shall enter into a Capital and Liquidity 
Maintenance Agreement and a Parent Company Agreement with the FDIC. 


No


Perform appropriate due diligence on any 
proposed vendors or other third-party 
relationships/servicers that are integral to 
implementing the business plan


Engage a third party to review and provide periodic reports concerning the effectiveness 
of Square’s complaint response system and if any material concerns are identified. N/A. No


Differences in approval conditions between two entities
Additional Comments in the approval order
Requirements the Procedures Manual and the publication titled Applying for 
Deposit Insurance –A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions 
(Handbook)


B


FDIC Approval Detailed Analysis: Square and Nelnet
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FDIC Approval Detailed Analysis: Square and Nelnet
Area Key Considerations Square NelNet


Differences 
Exist 


(Yes/No)


Business Plan 
and Proposed 


Activities/ 
Operations


Establish sufficiency of the risk management framework to identify, 
measure, monitor, and control the risks for such activities


Bank shall develop and implement a sound CMS including a comprehensive 
written compliance program (“Compliance Program”).  At a minimum, the 
Compliance Program shall provide for and include: (a) comprehensive, written 
policies and procedures; (b) an effective training program; (c) an internal CMS 
monitoring process that is designed to detect and promptly correct compliance 
weaknesses within the Bank and any service providers; (d) an effective complaint 
monitoring process that includes procedures for promptly addressing and resolving 
all written, oral, or electronic complaints or inquiries, formal or informal, received 
by the Bank or its service providers, promptly addressing any root causes of such 
complaints, and documenting and tracking all complaints and inquiries through 
resolution; (e) effective independent audit coverage.


Board of Directors shall implement a sound risk-based CMS, including a 
comprehensive compliance program to ensure that all activities related to 
service providers comply with all applicable consumer protection laws, 
including any implementing rules and regulations. Such compliance 
program shall include an effective consumer complaint monitoring 
process.


Yes


Demonstrate well supported and realistic financial projections 
(including underlying assumptions) including stress testing N/A N/A No


Clearly defined strategic alternatives for redirecting efforts if the 
business plan proves unsuccessful


Adopt a contingency plan that describes actions Square would take if it were 
unable to serve as a source of financial strength, and set forth options for the 
orderly wind down of the proposed bank through liquidation, sale, or merger, 
without entering receivership. 


Adopt a contingency plan that describes actions Nelnet would take if it 
were ultimately unable to serve as a source of strength; and sets forth 
options for the orderly wind down of the Bank through liquidation, sale, or 
merger, without entering receivership.


No


Identify any projected asset, funding, or revenue source 
concentrations that would necessitate additional capital


No dividends during the first three years of operations without the prior written 
approval of the FDIC. 


No dividends during the first three years of operations without the prior 
written approval of the FDIC. No


If there are any non-cash capital contributions contemplated, analyze 
if the value is fully supported with independent appraisals or other 
appropriate valuation methods and if it complies with governing 
regulations


N/A N/A No


If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity, identify 
any deferred tax assets or liabilities that may have a significant 
impact and warrant further review


N/A N/A No


Develop and maintain a current written business plan commensurate 
with the nature and complexity of the institution’s activities, separate 
from the business plans of applicant’s ultimate parent and its 
affiliated entities, adopted annually by the institution’s Board


N/A N/A No


The marketing section must discuss the analyses and assumptions 
with respect to products and services, the selected markets, relevant 
economic considerations, and the competitive environment


N/A N/A No


Board / 
Management


Analyze if the Board and management composition and the corporate 
governance structure address the complexities of the proposal


Disclosure requirements: Full disclosure shall be made to all proposed directors of 
the Bank of the facts concerning the interest of any insider in any transactions 
being effected or contemplated, including the identity of the parties to the 
transaction and the terms and costs involved.


Disclosure requirements: Full disclosure shall be made to all proposed 
directors of the Bank of the facts concerning the interest of any insider in 
any transactions being effected or contemplated, including the identity of 
the parties to the transaction and the terms and costs involved.


No


Require approval to enforce proposed changes to leadership: In Bank’s first three 
years of operation, the Bank shall provide notice to, and obtain the prior written 
non-objection of, the FDIC for any proposed change to the Board of Directors of 
the Bank (“Board of Directors”) or to any senior executive officer position. Such 
notice shall be submitted at least thirty (30) days prior to the proposed election to 
the Board or appointment, and shall include a complete Interagency Biographical 
and Financial Report for each individual proposed for election or appointment.


Require approval to enforce proposed changes to leadership: In Bank’s 
first three years of operation, the Bank shall provide notice to, and obtain 
the prior written non-objection of, the FDIC for any proposed change to 
the Board of Directors of the Bank (“Board of Directors”) or to any senior 
executive officer position. Such notice shall be submitted at least thirty 
(30) days prior to the proposed election to the Board or appointment, and 
shall include a complete Interagency Biographical and Financial Report for 
each individual proposed for election or appointment.


No


Compensation arrangements : Bank executing final employment agreements and 
compensation arrangements for any director or senior executive officer of the 
Bank, and prior to the Bank commencing operations, the Bank shall submit copies 
of, and obtain the FDIC’s written non-objection to, such final employment 
agreements and compensation arrangements.


Compensation arrangements : Bank executing final employment 
agreements and compensation arrangements for any director or senior 
executive officer of the Bank, and prior to the Bank commencing 
operations, the Bank shall submit copies of, and obtain the FDIC’s written 
non-objection to, such final employment agreements and compensation 
arrangements.


No


Differences in approval conditions between two entities
Additional Comments in the approval order
Requirements the Procedures Manual and the publication titled Applying for 
Deposit Insurance –A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions 
(Handbook)


B
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Area Key Considerations Square NelNet
Differences 


Exist 
(Yes/No)


Board / Management


The FDIC’s expectation that institutions have a 
minimum of five directors is preferred but no 
longer a mandatory requirement


N/A N/A No


Identify any concerns regarding the independence 
of the proposed directors or officers N/A N/A Yes


For any individuals performing in a dual capacity, 
have in place supporting appropriate policies, 
procedures, and agreements


N/A N/A No


Appointment of 
directors and senior 


executives


Appoint the Board (the majority of which consists 
of independent directors) prior to the effective date 
of deposit insurance and maintain thereafter


Background check : Any proposed Bank director or senior executive officer for whom 
background checks have not yet been completed, the Bank shall take such action as 
required by the FDIC if the FDIC objects to any such person based on information obtained 
during the background check. 


For any senior executive officer for whom the FDIC has not previously received an IBFR and 
for whom a background check has not been completed, the Bank shall submit such forms 
with a written description of mentioned details (salary, benefits etc.)


N/A Yes


Appoint a team of senior executive officers prior to 
the effective date of deposit insurance and 
thereafter retain a team of senior executive officers


Senior Leadership appointment: Prior to opening for business, the Bank shall have appointed 
a Chief Risk Officer and a Chief Operating Officer. N/A Yes


Bank shall conduct business pursuant to operating policies. The Board of Directors shall 
ensure that senior executive officers are delegated reasonable authority to implement and 
enforce the policies.


Bank shall conduct business pursuant to operating policies. 
The Board of Directors shall ensure that senior executive 
officers are delegated reasonable authority to implement and 
enforce the policies.


No


Deviation from plan : The Bank shall notify the Regional Director of any proposed major 
deviation or material change from the Business Plan, as updated, sixty (60) days before 
consummating such deviation or change. In addition, the Bank shall notify the Regional 
Director within fifteen (15) days if any risk limits specified within the Business Plan, as 
updated, are exceeded. 


Deviation from plan :The Bank shall notify the Regional 
Director of any proposed major deviation or material change 
from the Business Plan, as updated, sixty (60) days before 
consummating such deviation or change. In addition, the Bank 
shall notify the Regional Director within fifteen (15) days if 
any risk limits specified within the Business Plan, as updated, 
are exceeded. 


No


Annual Submission of the plan: Bank shall operate within the parameters of the Business 
Plan submitted as part of the application for FDI and as updated. Annually, the Bank shall 
submit an updated Business Plan to the Regional Director of the San Francisco Regional 
Office (“Regional Director”) for consideration by the FDIC.


N/A Yes


Adhere to the U.S. GAAP and maintain separate 
accounting and other business records


U.S. GAAP : Bank shall adopt an accrual accounting system for maintaining the financial 
records of the Bank in accordance with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, and 
maintain separate accounting and other business records, including customer account 
records.


U.S. GAAP :Bank shall adopt an accrual accounting system for 
maintaining the financial records of the Bank in accordance 
with U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, and 
maintain separate accounting and other business records, 
including customer account records.


No


FDIC Approval Detailed Analysis: Square and Nelnet
Differences in approval conditions between two entities
Additional Comments in the approval order
Requirements the Procedures Manual and the publication titled Applying for 
Deposit Insurance –A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions 
(Handbook)


B
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Area Key Considerations Square NelNet
Differenc
es Exist 


(Yes/No)


Statutory 
Factors


Financial 
History 


and 
Condition


Emphasize on parent organization being the source of strength.


The bank, the bank's parent company (Square, Inc.), and the controlling 
shareholder of Square, Inc to execute a Parent Company Agreement (PCA) that 
would require the bank's parent company to consent to examination, reporting, 
recordkeeping, and other provisions designed to provide safeguards to protect the 
bank and the Deposit Insurance Fund. 


The bank, the bank's parent company (Nelnet, Inc.), and the 
controlling shareholder of Nelnet, Inc to execute a Parent 
Company Agreement (PCA) that would require the bank's 
parent company to consent to examination, reporting, 
recordkeeping, and other provisions designed to provide 
safeguards to protect the bank and the Deposit Insurance 
Fund. 


No


Capital 
Adequacy


Initial capital should be sufficient for adequate Tier 1 Capital ratio (8%) and ALLL 
allowances; institutions with higher risk profiles may be required to maintain a 
higher T1C ratio greater than 8% In order to mitigate inherent weaknesses, the proposed industrial bank, the parent, 


and the controlling shareholder of the parent would be required to execute a CLMA 
to ensure the proposed bank maintains sufficient capital and liquidity, as well as a 
PCA.


The CLMA would require that Square: 
● Maintain the leverage ratio of the proposed bank at least 20 percent at all times
● Maintain a third-party line of credit for the benefit of the proposed bank 
acceptable to the FDIC. 
● Purchase any loan from the proposed bank at the greater of the cost basis or fair 
market value, if deemed necessary by the FDIC or the proposed bank. 
● Establish and maintain a $50 million reserve deposit at an unaffiliated, third-party 
insured depository institution that the proposed bank could draw upon in the event 
Square fails to provide sufficient funds as required under the provisions of the 
Agreement.  
● Submit an annual business plan to the FDIC for review and approval.


The CLMA would require that Nelnet: 
● Maintain a 12 percent leverage ratio at all times. 
● Contribute sufficient capital to bring the Bank into 
compliance should the Bank’s leverage ratio drop below the 
required minimum. 
● Provide financial support to ensure that the Bank can meet 
its short-term and long-term liquidity needs.   
● Establish and maintain a $40 million deposit account at the 
Bank that would be accessible to the Bank in the event Nelnet 
failed to provide the capital and liquidity support required in 
the CLMA.


Yes


Applicants need to define the analysis or methodology adopted to identify the 
inherent risk


Present a transparent equity structure with no features that could adversely impact 
the institution or future capital raising efforts (e.g. each class of stock is sold at 
same price)


Parent company may be required to enter written agreements that include specific 
capital provisions to mitigate structural or operational risks


If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity with significant initial 
capital based on the value of the entity, the applicant should provide at least two 
independent appraisals of the company’s fair market value, no more than six 
months old and should be based on recognized valuation methods in accordance 
with U.S. GAAP


Future 
Earnings 
Prospects


All FDIC applications should demonstrate that the institution has a reasonable plan 
to achieve and sustain adequate profitability within a reasonable time period 
(normally three years) 


N/A N/A No


Ensure that future earnings are not highly reliant on relationships with the parent 
company or any affiliates N/A N/A No


FDIC Approval Detailed Analysis: Square and Nelnet
Differences in approval conditions between two entities
Additional Comments in the approval order
Requirements the Procedures Manual and the publication titled Applying for 
Deposit Insurance –A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions 
(Handbook)
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Area Key Considerations Square NelNet
Differenc
es Exist 


(Yes/No)


Statutory Factors


Risk to the Deposit 
Insurance Fund 


Business plans that rely on high-risk lending, significant 
funding from sources other than core deposits would 
require detailed supporting documentation and more in-
depth analysis to determine the risk inherent in the 
proposed institution’s activities


The Bank’s books and records shall be maintained under 
the control and direction of authorized Bank officials and 
available for review by the FDIC at the Bank’s main office 
located in Salt Lake City, Utah. 


The Bank’s books and records shall be maintained under the control and 
direction of authorized Bank officials and available for review by the FDIC 
at the Bank’s main office located in Salt Lake City, Utah. No


CRA Need The applicant must meet CRA requirements regardless of 
their specific business models Bank should implement a CRA Plan Bank should implement a CRA Plan No


General Character 
and Fitness of 
Management 


Each senior executive officer should have experience 
commensurate with their assigned duties and the 
proposed business model


Discussed in Appointment of directors and senior 
executives section Discussed in Appointment of directors and senior executives section NoBusiness application should identify CEO; other senior 


officers may be identified at the time of filing the 
application
Clarification on dual hatting governed by policies and 
procedures 


Consistency of 
Corporate Powers


The FDIC will evaluate whether the proposed institution’s 
corporate powers are consistent with the purposes of the 
FDI Act


N/A N/A No


Rental Contract N/A N/A
Bank shall submit any proposed contracts, leases, or agreements relating 
to construction or rental of permanent quarters to the Regional Director 
for review and comment


Yes


Loan Production office N/A
The Bank shall notify the FDIC of any plans to establish a 
loan production office at least sixty (60) days prior to 
opening such facility. (applicable for first 3 years)


The Bank shall notify the FDIC of any plans to establish a loan production 
office at least sixty (60) days prior to opening such facility. (applicable for 
first 3 years)


No


Dividend N/A No dividends during the first three years of operations 
without the prior written approval of the FDIC. 


No dividends during the first three years of operations without the prior 
written approval of the FDIC. No


Independent Validations


N/A


Conduct an audit of its financial statements by an 
independent public accountant (“independent auditor”) 
annually for at least the first three years of operation 
and submit the reports to the FDIC’s San Francisco 
Regional Office


Conduct  an audit of its financial statements by an independent public 
accountant (“independent auditor”) annually for at least the first three 
years of operation and submit the reports to the FDIC’s Kansas City 
Regional Office Regional Office


No


N/A
Bank shall fully document and conduct full-scope 
independent validations of all models with such model 
validations being subject to the satisfaction of the FDIC. 


Bank shall fully document and conduct full-scope independent validations 
of all models with such model validations being subject to the satisfaction 
of the FDIC. 


No


Reporting N/A


The bank, the bank's parent company (Square, Inc.), 
and the controlling shareholder of Square, Inc to execute 
a Parent Company Agreement (PCA) that would require 
the bank's parent company to consent to examination, 
reporting, recordkeeping, and other provisions designed 
to provide safeguards to protect the bank and the 
Deposit Insurance Fund. 


The bank, the bank's parent company (Nelnet, Inc.), and the controlling 
shareholder of Nelnet, Inc to execute a Parent Company Agreement (PCA) 
that would require the bank's parent company to consent to examination, 
reporting, recordkeeping, and other provisions designed to provide 
safeguards to protect the bank and the Deposit Insurance Fund. 


No


Additional conditions for restriction N/A N/A


FDIC Board resolution to approve this application would delegate to staff 
authority to modify or dispose of the conditions, on which approval is 
contingent, without review and approval by the Board. This is contrary to 
the resolution adopted by the FDIC Board in 2007 reserving to the Board 
approval of ILC applications.


Yes


FDIC Approval Detailed Analysis: Square and Nelnet
Differences in approval conditions between two entities
Additional Comments in the approval order
Requirements the Procedures Manual and the publication titled Applying for 
Deposit Insurance –A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions 
(Handbook)
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C. Reference Materials
1. Impact analysis of new rulemaking
2. Supervisory guidance for new and complex 
applicants checklists
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FDIC Impact Analysis: Parent Companies of Industrial Banks and Industrial Loan 
Companies6


# Area of Impact Expected 
Impact


1 Each Covered Company must furnish to the FDIC an initial listing, with annual updates, of all of the subsidiaries Low


2 Provide consent to the FDIC’s examination of the Covered Company and each of its subsidiaries to monitor compliance with any written agreements, commitments, conditions, and certain provisions of 
law Medium


3
Submit to the FDIC an annual report describing the Covered Company’s operations and activities, in the form and manner prescribed by the FDIC, and such other reports as may be requested by the FDIC 
to inform the FDIC as to the Covered Company’s: (i) financial condition; (ii) systems for identifying, measuring, monitoring, and controlling financial and operational risks;  (iii) transactions with 
depository institution subsidiaries of the Covered Company; and  (iv) compliance with applicable provisions of the FDI Act and any other law or regulation. 


Medium


4 Maintain records as the FDIC deems necessary to assess the risks to the industrial bank and to the DIF Low
5 Use an independent audit of each subsidiary industrial bank to be performed annually Low


6
Limit its representation on the industrial bank’s board of directors to 25 percent of the members of the board, or if the bank is organized as a limited liability company and is managed by a board of 
managers, to 25 percent of the members of the board of managers, or if the bank is organized as a limited liability company and is managed by its members, to 25 percent of managing member interests 
of the subsidiary industrial bank, in the aggregate


High


7 In order to ensure that a subsidiary industrial bank has available to it the resources necessary to maintain sufficient capital and liquidity, each party to a written agreement would commit to maintain each 
subsidiary industrial bank’s capital and liquidity at such levels as the FDIC deems necessary for the safe and sound operation of the industrial bank Medium


8
Enter into a tax allocation agreement that expressly recognizes an agency relationship between the Covered Company and the subsidiary industrial bank with respect to tax assets generated by such 
industrial bank, and that all such tax assets are held in trust by the Covered Company and promptly remitted. The amount and timing of any payments or refunds to the subsidiary industrial bank should 
be no less favorable than if the subsidiary industrial bank were a separate taxpayer. Any  inconsistent practices regarding tax obligations may be viewed as an unsafe and unsound practice


High


9 Outside of the 8 commitments, FDIC may condition the approval of an application or nonobjection to a notice on the Covered Company and industrial bank committing to adopt, maintain, and implement 
an FDIC-approved contingency plan. The plan also would reflect strategies for the orderly disposition of the industrial bank without the need for the appointment of a receiver or conservator Medium


10 The subsidiary industrial bank would be required to obtain the FDIC’s prior approval to make a material change in its business plan after becoming a subsidiary of a Covered Company. High


11


In order to limit the influence of the parent Covered Company, the subsidiary industrial bank would have to obtain the FDIC’s prior approval :
• To add or replace a member of the board of directors or board of managers or a managing member;
• Add or replace a senior executive officer ;
• Employ a senior executive officer who is associated in any manner with an affiliate of the industrial bank, such as a director, officer, employee, agent, owner, partner, or consultant ;
• Enter into any contract for services material to the operations of the industrial bank (for example, loan servicing function) with such Covered Company or any subsidiary thereof. 


Medium


Expected impact of the proposed rule.
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The FDIC released a supplement to its Deposit Insurance Application Procedures Manual (Procedures Manual) that addresses deposit insurance 
applications involving unique or complex proposals. The FDIC has also released updated versions of the Procedures Manual and the publication 
titled Applying for Deposit Insurance – A Handbook for Organizers of De Novo Institutions (Handbook). 7 Collectively, these publications 
comprehensively address the deposit insurance application process. 


• The supplement addresses matters relevant to deposit insurance proposals from applicants that are not traditional community banks. It includes 
definitions of the terms "non-bank,“ primarily ILCs, and "non-community bank,“ primarily tied to a non-conventional bank model, and addresses the following main 
topics: application review processes, field investigations, evaluation of the statutory factors, approval conditions, and written agreements. The supplement does not 
establish new policy or guidance, or modify existing policy or guidance


• The FDIC has also updated the Procedures Manual, which provides instruction to FDIC staff regarding the deposit insurance application process, and the 
Handbook, which addresses the informational needs of organizers of de novo institutions


• These publications address matters pertinent to all types of deposit insurance applications, including pre-filing activities, the application process, and pre-
opening efforts


• The updates to the Procedures Manual and the Handbook primarily represent technical edits and clarifications


• These publications are intended to provide transparency and clarity to the industry and other interested parties regarding the FDIC's deposit insurance 
application processes


Key Highlights


Publication content


Deposit Insurance Procedure Manual: Provides direction for professional staff during each stage of the FDI application process, from pre-filing activities through 
final action


Procedure Manual Supplement: Addresses issues that case managers must consider when processing FDI applications from non-bank and other non-community 
bank applicants whose business plans present non-traditional element


Apply for deposit insurance – A handbook for organizers of de-novo institutions: Help potential organizers of new or “de novo” institutions become familiar with 
the deposit insurance application process and the path to obtaining deposit insurance


1


2


3


Any changes in Procedures Manual are covered in the Supplement Document and Handbook for de novo institutions


Note: These publications can be leveraged for transactions, such as mergers; transactions involving a non-bank will result in a substantially changed resultant bank 
operating model


FDIC released updated deposit insurance manual to aid the application process
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Summary view of the impact that addresses deposit insurance applications involving unique or complex proposals


Area Key Considerations Readiness


Overall


Analyze non-community bank elements (including any specialty or niche characteristics) present in the application/business plan and provide 
expectations for convenience and needs factor for non-conventional applications
Confirm if the application needs to be identified as a de novo institution or an operating non-insured entity
Identify unique issues or elements of the proposal relative to accounting, BSA/AML, trust, capital markets, consumer compliance, CRA, or IT that 
present prospective concerns
Provide mitigating information or compensating controls for any areas where significant risks or concerns exist


Parent / 
Organizational 


Structure and Impact


Identify Reg W implications for any transactions or relationships with the parent company or affiliates
Identify any unique elements (e.g., equity structure, corporate governance aspects, etc.) that present elevated risks/concerns
Parent organization requirement as source of financial strength
Perform appropriate due diligence on any proposed vendors or other third-party relationships/servicers that are integral to implementing the 
business plan


Business Plan and 
Proposed Activities/ 


Operations


Establish sufficiency of the risk management framework to identify, measure, monitor, and control the risks for such activities
Demonstrate well supported and realistic financial projections (including underlying assumptions) including stress testing
Clearly defined strategic alternatives for redirecting efforts if the business plan proves unsuccessful
Identify any projected asset, funding, or revenue source concentrations that would necessitate additional capital
If there are any non-cash capital contributions contemplated, analyze if the value is fully supported with independent appraisals or other appropriate 
valuation methods and if it complies with governing regulations
If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity, identify any deferred tax assets or liabilities that may have a significant impact and 
warrant further review


Develop and maintain a current written business plan commensurate with the nature and complexity of the institution’s activities, separate from the 
business plans of applicant’s ultimate parent and its affiliated entities, adopted annually by the institution’s Board


The marketing section must discuss the analyses and assumptions with respect to products and services, the selected markets, relevant economic 
considerations, and the competitive environment


Board / Management


Analyze if the Board and management composition and the corporate governance structure address the complexities of the proposal


The FDIC’s expectation that institutions have a minimum of five directors is preferred but no longer a mandatory requirement


Identify any concerns regarding the independence of the proposed directors or officers


For any individuals performing in a dual capacity, have in place supporting appropriate policies, procedures, and agreements


Institutions 
Input


Executive Summary – Impact to the new applicants
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Summary view of the impact that addresses deposit insurance applications involving unique or complex proposals


Area Sub Area Key Considerations Readiness


Appointment of directors and senior 
executives


Appoint the Board (the majority of which consists of independent directors) prior to the effective date of deposit insurance and
maintain thereafter
Appoint a team of senior executive officers prior to the effective date of deposit insurance and thereafter retain a team of senior 
executive officers


Governance and Controls
Conduct business pursuant to operating policies that are appropriate to the business plan, independent from those of parent and 
its affiliated entities, and approved by the institution’s board of directors
Adhere to the U.S. GAAP and maintain separate accounting and other business records


Statutory Factors


Financial History and 
Condition Emphasize on parent organization being the source of strength.


Capital Adequacy


Initial capital should be sufficient for adequate Tier 1 Capital ratio (8%) and ALLL allowances; institutions with higher risk profiles 
may be required to maintain a higher T1C ratio greater than 8%
Applicants need to define the analysis or methodology adopted to identify the inherent risk
Present a transparent equity structure with no features that could adversely impact the institution or future capital raising efforts 
(e.g. each class of stock is sold at same price)
Parent company may be required to enter written agreements that include specific capital provisions to mitigate structural or
operational risks
If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity with significant initial capital based on the value of the entity, the 
applicant should provide at least two independent appraisals of the company’s fair market value, no more than six months old and
should be based on recognized valuation methods in accordance with U.S. GAAP


Future Earnings 
Prospects


All FDIC applications should demonstrate that the institution has a reasonable plan to achieve and sustain adequate profitability 
within a reasonable time period (normally three years) 
Ensure that future earnings are not highly reliant on relationships with the parent company or any affiliates


Risk to the Deposit 
Insurance Fund 


Business plans that rely on high-risk lending, significant funding from sources other than core deposits would require detailed 
supporting documentation and more in-depth analysis to determine the risk inherent in the proposed institution’s activities


CRA Need The applicant must meet CRA requirements regardless of their specific business models 


General Character 
and Fitness of 
Management 


Each senior executive officer should have experience commensurate with their assigned duties and the proposed business model


Business application should identify CEO; other senior officers may be identified at the time of filing the application


Clarification on dual hatting governed by policies and procedures 


Consistency of 
Corporate Powers The FDIC will evaluate whether the proposed institution’s corporate powers are consistent with the purposes of the FDI Act


Institutions 
Input


Executive Summary – Impact to the new applicants
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The FDIC has released a supplement to its Deposit Insurance Application Procedures Manual that addresses deposit insurance applications 
involving unique or complex proposals. Due to their nature and complexity, non-bank proposals may necessitate more in-depth application review 
and investigation processes, and require action at the Washington Office (WO) level, consistent with the FDIC’s delegations of authority.


Application 
Review


The application materials may require more detailed descriptive information, support, and analysis (when compared to a proposed community 
bank). In reviewing a non-bank or non-community bank proposal, the focus would be on:


 Understanding any unusual complexities, the types and degree of risks presented, and any mitigating information
 Sufficient information provided to evaluate each of the statutory factors and to commence the field investigation
 Appropriate information provided regarding the structure, corporate governance, operations, condition, and performance of the parent 


organization as a whole
 Business plan includes alternative scenarios that provide meaningful stress tests of earnings and capital projections
 Application can demonstrate that the proposed institution has a reasonable chance of success considering the economic environment, competitive 


landscape, and other relevant internal and external aspects.
Please refer to appendix 1 of the supplement for detailed list of factors that applicant should consider during the application review process


Field 
Investigation


 The field investigation for a non-bank or non-community bank would be specifically tailored to the unique aspects of the proposal
 For proposed non-banks and non-community banks that have existing operations will include sampling of existing loan or investment files, review of 


credit scoring and underwriting models, a comprehensive evaluation of the existing IT framework and infrastructure, transaction testing, review of 
parent or affiliate operations, and targeted reviews of specialized business lines or functions as appropriate


Statutory 
Factors


 Financial History and Condition: Financial information should cover at least three years unless the operating history is shorter. Emphasize on 
parent organization being the source of strength.


 Capital Adequacy 
o Initial capital should be sufficient for adequate Tier 1 Capital ratio (8%) and ALLL allowances. Institutions with higher risk profiles may be required 


to maintain a higher T1C ratio greater than 8%
o In certain cases, the ratios might not fully reflect the nuances of inherent risk - In such cases the applicant would need to provide an analysis or 


methodology supporting how the appropriateness of the proposed capital levels was determined, and how the applicant would monitor capital 
adequacy once insured.  The analysis/methodology should consider all significant on- and off-balance sheet risks, any concentration exposure, and 
any other significant risk elements. 


o Present a transparent equity structure with no features that could adversely impact the institution or future capital raising efforts (e.g. each class 
of stock is sold at same price)


o Parent company may be required to enter written agreements that include specific capital provisions to mitigate structural or operational risks
o If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity with significant initial capital based on the value of the entity, the applicant should 


provide at least two independent appraisals of the company’s fair market value, no more than six months old and should be based on recognized 
valuation methods in accordance with U.S. GAAP.


Application Processing


Source: https://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2020/fil20008.html?source=govdelivery&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery


Procedure Manual Supplement – Summary (1/2)
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The FDIC has released a supplement to its Deposit Insurance Application Procedures Manual that addresses deposit insurance applications 
involving unique or complex proposals. Due to their nature and complexity, non-bank proposals – it may necessitate more in-depth application 
review and investigation processes, and require action at the Washington Office (WO) level, consistent with the FDIC’s delegations of authority


Statutory 
Factors (cont’d)


 Future Earnings Prospects
o All FDIC applications should demonstrate that the institution has a reasonable plan to achieve and sustain adequate profitability within a 


reasonable time period (normally three years) 
o Emphasis should be given to understand if the future earnings are highly reliant on relationships with the parent company or any affiliates, 


and if the income sources are non-recurring, cyclical in nature, or vulnerable to economic cycles or other pressures due to a lack of 
diversification.


 General Character and Fitness of Management 
o Each senior executive officer should have experience commensurate with their assigned duties and the proposed business model
o Business application should identify CEO; other senior officers may be identified at the time of filing the application or shortly thereafter 
o Any dual responsibilities supported by written agreements, policy, procedure and percentages of time that would be devoted to responsibilities


 Risk to the Deposit Insurance Fund 
o Business plans that rely on high-risk lending, a special purpose market, significant funding from sources other than core deposits, or that 


otherwise diverge from conventional banking services typically require detailed supporting documentation and more in-depth analysis to 
determine the risk inherent in the proposed institution’s activities, as well as any mitigating information or circumstances.


 Convenience and Needs of the Community to Be Served 
o The applicant must meet CRA requirements regardless of their specific business models 


 Consistency of Corporate Powers: 
o The FDIC will evaluate whether the proposed institution’s corporate powers are consistent with the purposes of the FDI Act


Approval 
Conditions


 The FDIC imposes certain conditions on all institutions that are granted deposit insurance. Additionally, FDIC may impose non-standard conditions on 
a case-by-case basis.


o The non-standard conditions may address any relevant aspects including, but not limited to, corporate relationships, notification of business 
plan changes, operational or office expansion, capital levels, management authority and independence, directors or officer selection or 
approval, employment agreements and stock options plans, CRA plans, and other applicable matters


Refer to appendix 2 of the supplement for a current list of possible prudential conditions


Written 
Agreements


 The FDIC may impose non-standard conditions that require the institution and/or other applicable parties (such as certain affiliates or investors) to 
enter into a written agreement as a tool that addresses specific risks or supervisory matters with regard to a proposed institution. These may include 
parent company agreements, Capital and Liquidity Maintenance Agreements (CLMAs), operating agreements, and passivity agreements.


Application Processing


Source: https://www.fdic.gov/news/news/financial/2020/fil20008.html?source=govdelivery&utm_medium=email&utm_source=govdelivery


Procedure Manual Supplement – Summary (2/2)
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The handbook provides an overview of the various requirements and considerations involved in the application process, and incorporates 
answers to the questions raised during de novo outreach meetings conducted by the FDIC


Section Summary of changes (relative to 2017 publications)


Section I: 
Prefiling 
activities


 Assembling the Board of Directors
o The FDIC’s expectation that institutions have a minimum of five directors is preferred but no longer a mandatory 


requirement
 Assembling the management team


o Organizers must identify the proposed full-time chief executive officer (CEO) and may identify other key executive 
officers that typically include the chief financial officer, chief lending officer, and chief operating officer in the deposit 
insurance application


 Evaluating Management, including the Board of Directors
o Prior successful CEO experience is strongly encouraged but not required
o Additional language was added related to electronic finger printing and background checks 
o In instances where institutions have individuals with substantial influence, the institutions need to have a 


comprehensive audit program and appropriate segregation of duties
 Defining the Institution’s Market and Identifying Office Locations


o Under the sub-section Defining the Institution's Market and Identifying Office Location, the FDIC no longer requires 
institutions to identify their main office location at the time an application is filed, 


 Developing business plan for the first three years
o Prior notice (not approval) required for any material change to, or major deviation from, the business plan.
o The marketing section must discuss the analyses and assumptions with respect to products and services, the selected 


markets, relevant economic considerations, and the competitive environment. 
 Using the Sandbox application process


o The FDIC added the new sub-section Draft Proposals, to offer institutions the opportunity to voluntarily submit a draft 
deposit insurance proposal to obtain feedback beyond that typically available through the existing pre-filing process


Section II: 
Application 
Processing


 Provides details on new timeline for application processing (which has been included in the 2018 updated publication for 
‘Applying for Deposit Insurance – A Handbook for Organizers of “de novo” Institutions’)


o FDIC updated the processing timing of applications, for example: the FDIC will provide a letter an initial letter after 
receiving the application within 30 days, instead of 30 to 45 days of receipt; the field investigation process should be 
completed within 60 days, instead of 60 to 90 days; and, the FDIC will look to finalize the recommendation for action 
within 30 days, instead of 30 to 60 days


The Handbook states:


“The FDIC is committed to 
working with, and providing 
support to, any group with 
an interest in starting a de 
novo financial institution.  


History shows that de novo 
institutions with well-


conceived business plans, 
qualified management, and 
appropriate financial support 


can be successful in 
addressing financial service 
needs of the communities to 


be served.   
We encourage organizers or 


their representatives to 
contact the FDIC with 


questions at any stage of the 
application process…”


Applying for deposit insurance: A handbook for organizers of de novo institutions –
Summary 
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Area Key Considerations


Overall


Institutions need to evaluate the following factors


• Confirm if it satisfies the FDIC’s definition of a non-bank


• Confirm if the application needs to be identified as a de novo institution or an operating non-insured entity


• Analyze non-community bank elements (including any specialty or niche characteristics) present in the application/business plan


• Identify proposed activities, financial or operational matters that are unique, complex, or present unusual risks


• Identify unique issues or elements of the proposal relative to accounting, BSA/AML, trust, capital markets, consumer compliance, CRA, or IT that 
present prospective concerns


• Provide mitigating information or compensating controls for any areas where significant risks or concerns exist


• Identify the aspects of the proposal that would establish or change existing FDIC policy, could attract unusual attention or publicity, or would involve an 
issue of first impression


• Analyze any companion applications filed with the FDIC or other banking agencies and if so, the status of those applications


Parent / 
Organizational 
Structure and 
Impact


• Reg W Implications - Indications of any transactions or relationships with the parent company, other affiliates, or insiders need to be identified. If 
present, the extent of the relationships, will they be arms-length and on terms comparable to those with non-affiliate or non-insider transactions/ 
relationships, and if will they comply with relevant regulations needs to be analyzed


• Identify any unique elements (e.g., equity structure, corporate governance aspects, conflicts of interest, etc.) in the organizational or ownership 
structure of the proposed institution or the parent company that present elevated risks/concerns


• Express the willingness to enter into any written agreements or formal commitments with regard to the proposed institution


• For the proposed institution that is an existing, operating entity/company, it needs to analyze any issues or concerns regarding its history, performance, 
condition, business prospects, or the ability to serve as a source of strength and support


• Perform appropriate due diligence on any proposed vendors or other third-party relationships/servicers that are integral to implementing the 
business plan


Review Considerations for Non-Bank Proposals (1/2) 
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Area Key Considerations


Business Plan 
and Proposed 
Activities / 
Operations


• Analyze any proposed products, services, or activities that are non-community bank in nature and for these identify the related risks, and establish 
sufficiency of the risk management framework to identify, measure, monitor, and control the risks for such activities


• Demonstrate well supported and realistic financial projections (including underlying assumptions) and it should be consistent with the unique risks 
and the nature of the non-bank or non-community bank proposal


• Perform appropriate stress testing of the financial statements and projections


• Identify any significant one-time or non-recurring events that present additional risk reflected in the financial statements


• Reflect clearly defined strategic alternatives for redirecting efforts (which may include self-liquidation) if the business plan proves unsuccessful


• Identify any unique aspects or features of the proposed equity structure that would inhibit (or preclude) the sale of additional stock


• Identify any projected asset, funding, or revenue source concentrations that would necessitate additional capital beyond what has been committed and 
projected


• If there are any non-cash capital contributions contemplated, needs to analyze if for these the value is fully supported with independent 
appraisals or other appropriate valuation methods and if it complies with governing regulations


• If the proposed institution is an operating non-insured entity, needs to identify any deferred tax assets or liabilities, intangible assets, contingent liabilities, 
or recent or pending legal or regulatory actions that may have a significant impact and warrant further review


• Identify any other significant issues or concerns noted in any areas of the application other than those captured in the items above


Board /
Management


• Analyze if the Board and management composition, and the corporate governance structure address the unique elements and complexities of the 
proposal


• Identify any concerns regarding the independence of the proposed directors or officers


• For any individuals performing in a dual capacity, needs to have in place supporting appropriate policies, procedures, and agreements
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Area Prudential Conditions


Appointment of 
directors and 
senior executives


• Needs to appoint prior to the effective date of deposit insurance and thereafter maintain the Board of Directors, the majority of which consists of 
independent directors, with each director possessing the knowledge, experience, and capability to carry out the responsibilities of the position in a safe, 
sound, and independent manner.


• Needs to appoint prior to the effective date of deposit insurance and thereafter retain a team of senior executive officers with each senior executive 
officer, possessing the knowledge, experience, and capability to carry out the responsibilities of the position in a safe and sound manner, independently of 
the activities of [applicant’s top tier parent] and its affiliated entities.


• Absent the prior written non-objection of the appropriate FDIC Regional Director, each senior executive officer needs to have his or her permanent 
place of work physically located at the institution’s main office located in [city, state], such that the individuals will be capable of providing ongoing 
and direct oversight of the institution’s activities.


Comprehensive 
Business Plan


• Needs to develop and maintain a current written business plan appropriate to the nature and complexity of the institution’s activities, and separate 
from the business plans of applicant’s top tier parent and its affiliated entities, adopted at least annually by the institution’s board of directors. Delegated 
reasonable authority to senior executive officers by the BoD to implement the institution’s business plan independently of [applicant’s top tier parent] and 
its affiliated entities, and that the institution’s management, staff, and adequate other resources to carry out the business plan in a safe and sound 
manner, independent of the activities of [applicant’s top tier parent] and its affiliated entities.


Governance and 
Controls


• Needs to conduct business pursuant to operating policies that are appropriate to the business plan, independent from those of [applicant’s top tier 
parent] and its affiliated entities, and approved by the institution’s board of directors. Risk management practices and internal control programs 
reasonably designed to ensure compliance with such policies adopted by the Board of Directors. Delegated reasonable authority to senior executive 
officers by the BoD to implement the policies independently of [applicant’s top tier parent] and its affiliated entities.


• Needs to adhere to the U.S. GAAP and maintain separate accounting and other business records (including customer account records and data) 
from [applicant’s top tier parent] and its affiliated entities.


• If management, staff, or other personnel or resources are employed by both the institution and applicant’s top tier parent or any of its affiliated 
entities, the institution’s board of directors will need to ensure that such arrangements are governed by policies and written contracts that provide 
the institution’s board of directors and senior executive officers with the authority and control necessary to administer the institution’s affairs.
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